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challenge and a stimulus to the skill and ingenuity of the
entrepreneur. The Indian trade gave a marked impulse to
the art of navigation, since distant voyages necessitated the
building of " goodly ships of such burthen as never were
formerly used in merchandise ". This benefited the ship-
building and carrying trades, while in addition woollen goods
were exported in exchange for silks. Moreover the industry
of calico printing was established here by " some of Britain's
unnatural children, whom we call Drapers ", who " set all
their arts to work to mimic the more ingenious Indians ",
The American colonies—another' main branch ' of England's
wealth, described by the customs officials after the Restoration
as ' his majesty's Indies '—demanded a wide sweep of com-
modities, and they fulfilled the anticipations that the New
World would ' create a new commerce'. At their first
foundation they needed cattle and food-stuffs, arms and
ammunition: subsequently their growing population took
from England textiles, iron wares, shoes, hats, horses, house-
hold furniture and provisions such as flour, beer, cheese and
butter. On the eve of the War of Independence they ac-
counted for as much as one-third of the oversea trade of
the mother country. Apart from the beneficial reaction
upon English industry and shipping, the erection of tariff
walls in the Old World served to accentuate the importance
of the colonial market in the New World. In America trade
followed the flag : in India, as also in Africa, the flag followed
trade.
in We may observe, at this point, that the discovery of
America exerted a profound influence on England not only
by extending the range of her markets but also in the sphere
of monetary prices. The influx of precious metals from the
New World served to promote the growth of a class of entre-
preneurs, partly because it made the national wealth more
liquid and partly because the rise in prices swelled profits
and so encouraged investments in industrial and commercial
enterprises. In the middle of Elizabeth's reign men spoke
of " the great store and plenty of treasure, which is walking
in these parts of the world, far more in these our days than
ever our forefathers have seen in times past"„ Notwith-

